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(54) NONCONTACT RODLESS CYLINDER AND STAGE DEVICE USING IT
(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To suppress a stick slip phenomenon
extremely by constituting in a noncontact state at least either a piston block
and a cylinder tube or a cylinder tube and a slider.

SOLUTION: Force is generated in a direction opposed to polarizing force of
a radial direction by pressure of air injected from an air bearing pad 1 1 1 to as
to balance inquiry force of both magnet trains with each other with an optimal
clearance without being brought into contact both magnet trains with a
cylinder tube. Both magnet trains are connected to each other magnetically
without being brought into contact with each other mechanically. Since the
connecting relation between thrust directions of a piston 103 and a movable
part 108 is only magnetic rigidity without friction, the movable part 108 on
which nonlinear disturbance is not applied is formed. In a stage device in
which positioning having high accuracy is demanded, an actuator such as
linear motor is used at the same time.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[BriefDescription of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the outline cross-section block diagram of the non-contact rod loess cylinder concerning

the 1st example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the outline cross-section block diagram ofthe non-contact rod loess cylinder concerning

the 2nd example of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is the outline cross-section block diagram of the non-contact rod loess cylinder concerning

the 3rd example of this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is the outline cross-section block diagram ofthe non-contact rod loess cylinder concerning

the 4th example of this invention.

[Drawing 5] It is the outline block diagram ofthe stage equipment which used the non-contact rod loess

cylinder concerning the 5th example of this invention.

[Drawing 6] It is the outline block diagram ofthe stage equipment within reduced pressure special

atmosphere which used the non-contact rod loess cylinder concerning the 6th example of this invention.

[Drawing 7] It is drawing showing the flow of manufacture of a minute device.

[Drawing 8] It is drawing showing the detailed flow ofthe wafer process in drawing 7 .

[Drawing 9] It is the outline block diagram ofthe conventional rod loess cylinder.

[Description ofNotations]

A magnet formula rod loess cylinder, 2: inner magnet train, 3 : 1 : An inner magnet, 4: An inner yoke,

5:piston shaft, 6:piston, 7 : A piston block, 8 : A cylinder tube, 15:outer magnet train, the main part of

16:slider, 17: An outer magnet, 18:outer yoke, 19:electrode holder, 20 : A slider, 101: Base A, the

102:base B, a 103:piston, 104 : An inner magnet train, 105: Piston **********, a 106:brake, 107 : A
cylinder tube, 108 : Moving part, a 109:outer magnet train, a 1 10:moving-part guide, 1 1 1: An air

**

ARINGU pad, 1 12:air piping, 1 13 : A stopper, 1 14: A piston guide, the guide for 1 15:non-contact, 1 16 :

A non-contact inner magnet, 1 17: A non-contact outer magnet, the 1 18: 1st operation means, 119: The

servo amplifier for pressure control, 120: The servo amplifier for motors, a 121:pressure sensor, 122 : A
pressure control valve, 23: The 2nd operation means, 124 : A position instruction means, a 125 :Y stage,

126: A length-measurement mirror, a 127:wafer chuck, a 128:linear-motor coil, a 129:linear-motor

connecting plate, 130:piping, a 131:reduced-pressure chamber, a 132:rotary pump, 133:helium

introduction piping, a 134:ambient-pressure force sensor, 135: Direct-acting mho evening.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to a magnet formula rod loess

cylinder and the positioning stage equipment using this.

[0002]

[Description ofthe Prior Art] Aligner currently used with the semiconductor device etc., From the

positioning stage equipment with which it is always required that a very high exposure precision and the

throughput for improving productivity should be made high, and it carries out step movement of the

wafer, high-speed and highly precise positioning is required. Moreover, in the X-ray aligner using

synchrotron radiation, vertical-mold-izing of positioning stage equipment is indispensable.

[0003] Conventionally, as positioning stage equipment which fills all of these demands, the thing using

the linear motor as driving means for movement is known, and it is used widely, however, it mentioned

above - although a linear motor fulfills all rapidity with highly precise positioning in the case of the

conventional technology, there is a trouble that the heating value generated from the badness of the

efficiency in the case of a drive is large Especially in the case of a vertical-mold stage, for this reason, the

load [ cautious ] of calorific value is larger than a horizontal type also at the time of a halt. Since the heat

generated in the linear motor in the above X-ray aligners will get across to the wafer on a stage through

positioning stage equipment, a linear motor or a stage is cooled or meanses, such as keeping away a heat

source from a wafer and a stage, are needed.

[0004] Then, it can consider making the load for a part for gravity, or a thrust share with putting side by

side the magnet formula rod loess cylinder using the magnetization force of a magnet as one ofthe

meanses to solve this problem. It is the so-called balancer. The positioning stage equipment which does

not almost have generation of heat by the linear motor by this becomes possible.

[0005] Here, the composition ofthe conventional magnet formula rod loess cylinder (JP,8- 189508,A)

shown in drawing 9 is explained. In this drawing, 1 is the magnet formula rod loess cylinder 1, 2 is an

inner magnet train, the inner magnet 3 and the inner yoke 4 are inserted in the piston shaft 5 by turns, the

piston 6 of a couple is bound tight and fixed, and the piston block 7 is constituted. This piston block 7 is

contained in the cylinder tube 8.

[0006] Next, the outer magnet 17 and the outer yoke 18 are inserted in the inner skin ofthe main part 16

of a slider by turns like an inner magnet train in an outer magnet train, and 15 is bound tight with the

electrode holder 19 of a couple, is fixed, and the slider 20 is constituted.

[0007] When both the magnet trains 2 and 15 pay well mutually with the above-mentioned composition,

the piston block 7 and a slider 20 are combined on both sides of a cylinder tube 8, and a slider 20 follows

movement of the piston block 7 by oil pressure or pneumatics. Moreover, in order to mitigate the stick

slip phenomenon resulting from having pinched both cylinder tube 8, the ******** coat of high viscosity

to silicone system lubricant is formed in the periphery side of a cylinder tube 8.

[0008]
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[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, when using the magnet formula rod loess cylinder

mentioned above, using together with a linear motor as a positioning stage of for example, a

semiconductor aligner, while making the calorific value of a linear motor mitigate, on the conventional

service condition, the very small stick slip phenomenon used as a problem must serve as disturbance in

linear motor control, and the problem of having a bad influence on position precision or position

convergence time must be solved.

[0009] The purpose of this invention develops the rod loess cylinder ofthe magnet formula which made

the stick slip phenomenon very very small, and aims at supplying high-speed and highly precise stage

equipment with little generation of heat using this.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem and its Function] According to this invention, to the conventional rod

loess cylinder, even if there are few piston blocks 7, cylinder tubes 8 and cylinder tubes 8, and sliders 20,

either consists of non-contact. Moreover, fluid pressure, and bearing rigidity or magnetism is used, and

the inquiry force of both the magnet train whose cylinder tube was pinched as a means to realize this is

made the composition which catches by non-contact.

[001 1] The above-mentioned composition has realized the non-contact rod loess cylinder which

eliminated nonlinear friction of a stick slip etc. Moreover, in the stage equipment with which highly

precise positioning is demanded, it became possible to use together with actuators, such as a linear motor.

[0012]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained using a drawing. Drawing 1 is the outline

block diagram of the non-contact rod loess cylinder which applied this invention.

[0013] The cylinder tube 107 supported by **-SU A101 and the base B102 is constituted so that both

ends may become airtight with tubed. In a cylinder tube 107, the piston 103 which can move in the inside

of a tube is arranged, and it moves by hydrostatic pressures, such as air and an oil, in the inside of a tube.

Although the pneumatics actuator is used for a drive bitter taste tutor here, there is no limitation in the

drive method, for example, a piston 103 may be driven in the electric cylinder which used the motor and

the ball screw.

[0014] Piston ********** 105 which carries out the seal of the up-and-down air chamber to the ends of

a piston 103, and serves as a ******** member with a cylinder tube 107 is supported. Moreover, the

inner magnet train 104 which two or more doughnut-like inner magnets and inner yokes consisted ofby

turns is arranged by the piston 103.

[0015] 108 is the moving part which can move along with a cylinder tube 107, and the inner magnet train

104 and the outer magnet train 109 which two or more doughnut-like outer magnets and outer yokes

consisted of by turns similarly are arranged. Moreover, the air ** ARINGU pad 1 1 1 for gas bearings is

arranged in the ends ofmoving part 108, and the air supplied from the air piping 1 12 is supplied to the air

** ARINGU pad 1 1 1 through the duct in moving part 108. Although the air ** ARINGU pad 1 1 1 was

arranged in the ends of a piston 103 by this example here, arrangement of the air ** ARINGU pad 1 1 1 is

not restricted to this. 106 is the brake ofmoving part 108. 1 10 is a guidance guide for bearing the

unbalanced load for the baffle of moving part 108. The linear guide which used the rolling bearing is

adopted in this example.

[0016] In the above-mentioned composition, the drive principle of a non-contact rod loess cylinder is

explained. When the inner magnet train 104 and the outer magnet train 109 pay well mutually like the

conventional rod loess cylinder as for moving part 108 and the piston 103 in a cylinder tube 107, it is

combined magnetically, and the pull strength of this direction works to movement of a piston 103, and

moving part 108 follows it.

[0017] In the here conventional rod loess cylinder, since it had responded to the inquiry force of both the

magnet train in the form which sandwiches a spacer (**********) mechanically so that both the magnet

train might not contact a cylinder tube, it is a cylinder tube 107 and a spacer and frictional force had

occurred between ********,
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[0018] The magnetization force and opposite direction of the direction of a radial are made to generate

the force by this invention by the pressure of the air injected from the air ** ARINGU pad 1 1 1 so that the

inquiry force of both the magnet train may balance by arbitrary path clearance, without both the magnet

train contacting a cylinder tube. Thereby, both the magnet train enables magnetic combination, without

contacting mechanically. Since the joint relation of the thrust direction of a piston 103 and moving part

108 does not have friction unlike the former and it becomes only magnetic rigidity by this, the moving
part 108 which does not receive nonlinear disturbance can be attained.

[0019] Although the method contacted by piston ********** 105 as usual is adopted in a piston 103 and

a cylinder tube 107 in this example, since it is transmitted through the magnetic rigidity of the thrust

direction to moving part 108 as mentioned above, nonlinear disturbance like a stick slip phenomenon
does not become, and friction by this contact does not become control of a linear motor etc. with a

problem so much.

[0020] Of course, a piston 103 side can also attain perfect non-contact movement whose friction both a

piston 103 and the moving part 108 do not have with constituting an air ** ARINGU pad like moving
part 108.

[0021] Thus, by having used fluid pressure for the inquiry force ofboth the magnet train whose cylinder

tube 107 was pinched, and having made it the composition which it responds to by non-contact, the rod

loess cylinder which eliminated nonlinear friction of a stick slip etc. becomes realizable, and it can use

together with the linear motor as which highly precise positioning is required.

[0022]

[Other Example(s)] Drawing 2 is the outline block diagram of the non-contact rod loess cylinder which is

the 2nd example which applied this invention. Explanation ofthe component which overlaps since

composition is almost the same as drawing 1 in this drawing is omitted. In this example, the duty of the
guidance guide for a cylinder tube 107 bearing a baffle and an unbalanced load is achieved by arranging

the non-contact rod loess cylinder shown by drawing 1 in parallel [ at least two ], and connecting them.

Moreover, it is effective, when the mass ofmoving part 108 becomes large, since it became the

composition oftwo cylinders. Since, as for a cylinder tube 107, the rigidity as a guidance guide is

required, of course, the device of **** or a configuration is also needed.

[0023] Drawing 3 is the outline block diagram ofthe non-contact rod loess cylinder which is the 3rd

example which applied this invention. Explanation of the component which overlaps since composition is

almost the same as drawing 1 in this drawing is omitted.

[0024] In drawing 3 , 1 14 is a piston guide to which it shows the shaft orientations of a piston 103, and

guides a piston 103 by the ball bushing etc. 1 15 is a guide for non-contact to which it shows the shaft

orientations ofmoving part 108, for example, ball ** shows moving part 108 to it in the linear guide of a
** type. 1 13 is a stopper for the magnetization force of the direction of a radial not exceeding an allowed

value.

[0025] In the above-mentioned composition, a piston 103 is in a moving range and is guided so that it

may be in a moving range and it may show around so that a cylinder tube 107 may not be contacted by
the piston guide 1 14, and moving part 108 may not contact a cylinder tube 107 by the guide 1 15 for

non-contact, either. It responds to the force in which the inner magnet train 104 and the outer magnet
train 109 pay well mutually by this, as a concentrated load of ends support in the piston guide 1 14 and the

guide 1 15 for non-contact, respectively. Although guide deformation ofsome arises by having made it

this composition, a piston 103, a cylinder tube 107, and moving part 108 are non-contact, and can set up
the path clearance for both the magnet train being combined magnetically.

[0026] Thus, by having used the guidance guide of shaft orientations and having made the inquiry force

of both the magnet train whose cylinder tube 107 was pinched the composition which catches by
non-contact, the rod loess cylinder which eliminated nonlinear friction of a stick slip etc. becomes
realizable, and it can use together with the linear motor as which highly precise positioning is required.

[0027] Drawing 4 is the outline block diagram of the non-contact rod loess cylinder which is the 4th

example which applied this invention. Explanation ofthe component which overlaps since composition is
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almost the same as drawing 1 in this drawing is omitted.

[0028] In drawing 4 , the non-contact inner magnet with which 1 16 was fixed to the ends of a piston 103,

and 1 17 are the non-contact outer magnets fixed to the ends of moving part 108.

[0029] In the above-mentioned composition, magnetic pole arrangement ofthe non-contact inner magnet

1 16 and the non-contact outer magnet 1 17 is carried out so that it may oppose in the direction of a radial

mutually. It catches by the magnetism for rebounding which prepared the force in which the inner magnet

train 104 and the outer magnet train 109 paid well in the direction of a radial by this in the ends of a

piston 103 and moving part 108.

[0030] Attaining the magnetic coupling force ofthe thrust direction of a piston 103 and moving part 108

by having made it this composition, the bonding strength ofthe direction of a radial is caught, and a

piston 103, a cylinder tube 107 and a cylinder tube 107, and moving part 108 are non-contact, and can set

up the path clearance for both the magnet train being combined magnetically.

[003 1] Thus, by having made it the composition which responds to the inquiry force of both the magnet

train whose cylinder tube 107 was pinched by non-contact using the repulsive force of the magnet

prepared independently, the rod loess cylinder which eliminated nonlinear friction of a stick slip etc.

becomes realizable, and it can use together with the linear motor as which highly precise positioning is

required.

[0032] Drawing 5 is the outline block diagram of the stage equipment carried in the semiconductor

aligner which used the non-contact rod loess cylinder which is the 5th example which applied this

invention. Explanation ofthe component which overlaps since the composition of a non-contact rod loess

cylinder portion is almost the same as drawing 2 in this drawing is omitted. Moreover, although this

example shows only the stage composition ofthe gravity direction (the direction of Y) on explanation,

the stage composition of the gravity direction and the direction which intersects perpendicularly is also

good with the same composition.

[0033] In drawing 5 , 125 is Y stage movable in the gravity direction, and is being fixed in one with
/

moving part 108. Moving part 108, the piston 103, and the cylinder tube 107 are using the non-contact

rod loess cylinder shown in drawing 2 . Therefore, magnetic coupling of a piston 103 and the Y stage 125

is carried out. Moreover, the cylinder tube 107 serves as the guidance guide of the gravity direction. The
piping 130 used as the air supply of air or an exhaust air path is being fixed to the both ends of a cylinder

tube 107, and the pressure sensor 121 and the pressure control valve 122 are connected to the piping 130

ofthe inside bottom of drawing. In a pressure control valve 122, they are 5 kg/cm2. It is set up so that

the compressed air may be supplied. 123 is the 2nd operation means for controlling the pressure in a

cylinder from the signal of a pressure sensor 121, and controls a pressure control valve 122 through the

servo amplifier 1 19 for pressure control. The length measurement mirror 126 used as the target ofthe

length measurement laser used for measurement of a stage position and the wafer chuck 127 holding an

exposed substrate are being fixed to the Y stage 125. 128 is a linear motor coil which is the stator of the

actuator for movement ofthe gravity direction, and is being fixed to the base A101 and the base B102.

129 is a linear motor connecting plate with which the needle (un-illustrating) of a linear motor is

combined, and is being fixed to the Y stage 125. 1 18 is a 1st operation means to perform point to point

control from the instructions which come from the position instruction means 124, and the position signal

which measured the length measurement mirror 126, and controls a linear motor through the servo

amplifier 120 for motors.

[0034] In the above-mentioned composition, the control method ofthe stage equipment using the

non-contact rod loess cylinder is explained. The non-contact rod loess cylinder which is the gravity

compensation means of the Y stage 125 searches for the cylinder pressure force for balancing to the

weight of the Y stage 125 beforehand, and it carries out a constant pressure control by the pressure

control valve 122 through the 2nd operation means 123 and the servo amplifier 1 19 for pressure control

from the signal of the pressure sensor 121 so that it may always become this balance pressure.

[0035] The linear motor which performs highly precise positioning generates the thrust for acceleration

and deceleration of the Y stage 125 in the control system mentioned above, and it is not necessary to
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generate most thrusts to the gravity at the time of a halt. And at the time of several nm high precision

positioning, positioning by the linear motor is attained by generating a thrust in the range which can

oppose compression and the expansibility ofthe air in a non-contact rod loess cylinder, or the magnetic

rigidity of the thrust direction of moving part 108 and a piston 103. That is, the air in a pneumatic

cylinder and the magnetic rigidity of a non-contact rod loess cylinder are equivalent to a spring.

[0036] By using a non-contact rod loess cylinder for stage equipment which was described above here, a

space cannot be overemphasized as a bird clapper to one half compared with the usual pneumatic

cylinder.

[0037] Moreover, although this example described the operation ofthe non-contact rod loess cylinder in

the stage equipment ofthe gravity direction, the same effect is acquired also on the level stage which

moves in the inside of the field which intersects perpendicularly with gravity. Although a gravity

compensation means is unnecessary, of course on a level stage, when the thrust needed for the

acceleration and deceleration of a linear motor poses a problem in respect of generation of heat, it

becomes possible to suppress generation of heat of a linear motor by sharing the thrust for acceleration

and deceleration with a non-contact rod loess cylinder.

[0038] Drawing 6 is the outline block diagram of the stage equipment within special atmosphere of the

semiconductor aligner which used the non-contact rod loess cylinder which is the 6th example which

applied this invention carried especially in an X-ray aligner.

[0039] Explanation ofthe component which overlaps since composition is almost the same as drawing 5

in this drawing is omitted. Moreover, although this example shows only the stage composition of the

gravity direction (the direction of Y) on explanation, the stage composition of the gravity direction and

the direction which intersects perpendicularly is also good with the same composition.

[0040] In drawing 6 , 131 is a reduced pressure chamber for using the whole stage equipment within

special atmosphere, and is sealed to the open air. helium introduction piping for the rotary pump for 132

exhausting the gas in the reduced pressure chamber 13 1 by constant speed and 133 supplying helium in

the reduced pressure chamber 131 and 134 are ambient-pressure force sensors which carry out the

monitor of the pressure in the reduced pressure chamber 131.

[0041] helium atmosphere of reduced pressure (for example, 150Torr(s)) is realized by exhausting the

inside of the reduced pressure chamber 131 with a rotary pump with the above-mentioned composition at

constant speed, and supplying helium of constant flow for helium introduction piping 133 contrary to this.

[0042] 135 is a direct-acting motor (for example, electric cylinder using the motor and the ball screw) for

driving a piston 103, and the inside portion of a cylinder tube 107 is wide opened by the atmosphere.

[0043] Since a mutual atmosphere is intercepted as an effect peculiar to a rod loess cylinder because

moving part 108 and a piston 103 mind a cylinder tube 107 when using the stage equipment of this

invention within such a special atmosphere, it is effective in the ability to use a piston 103 in the

atmosphere, without being dependent on one of the two's atmosphere. For example, though moving part

108 is installed in an ultra-high vacuum, a piston 103 and its mechanical component can use a cylinder

tube 107 as a septum, and it can be used in the atmosphere. Of course, leak in an ultra-high-vacuum room

is 0.

[0044] What is necessary is just to add a means exhaust with a pump, before it will take the composition

instead shown by drawing 3 or drawing 4 or this fluid will flow out in the reduced-pressure chamber 131,

if this fluid (for example, air) used for moving part 108 has a bad influence on the atmosphere in the

reduced pressure chamber 131, although it is made the composition which uses fluid pressure for the

inquiry force of both the magnet train whose cylinder tube 107 was pinched, and it responds to by

non-contact by this example here.

[0045] Moreover, in this example, although stage equipment is arranged in a reduced pressure helium

chamber, it does not restrict to this, and if it is in the open air and the isolated chamber, the same effect

will be acquired, a vacuum, pressurization atmosphere, and N2 etc. — it is effective also in special

atmosphere [ for example, ]
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[0046]

[The example of a device process] Next, the example ofthe process ofthe device using the

semiconductor exposure system which gave [ above-mentioned ] explanation is explained. Drawing 7

shows the flow of manufacture of minute devices (semiconductor chips, such as IC and LSI, a liquid

crystal panel, CCD, the thin film magnetic head, micro machine, etc.). The pattern design of a device is

performed at Step 1 (circuit design). The mask in which the designed pattern was formed is manufactured

at Step 2 (mask manufacture). On the other hand, at Step 3 (wafer manufacture), a wafer is manufactured

using material, such as silicon and glass. Step 4 (wafer process) is called last process, and forms an actual

circuit on a wafer with lithography technology using the mask and wafer which carried out [

above-mentioned ]
preparation. The following step 5 (assembly) is called back process, is a process

semiconductor-chip-ized using the wafer produced by Step 4, and includes processes, such as an

assembly process (dicing, bonding) and a packaging process (chip enclosure). At Step 6 (inspection), the

check test of the semiconductor device produced at Step 5 of operation, an endurance test, etc. are

inspected. A semiconductor device is completed through such a process and this is shipped (Step 7).

[0047] Drawing 8 shows the detailed flow ofthe above-mentioned wafer process. The front face of a

wafer is oxidized at Step 1 1 (oxidization). An insulator layer is formed in a wafer front face at Step 12

(CVD). At Step 13 (electrode formation), an electrode is formed by vacuum evaporationo on a wafer.

Ion is driven into a wafer at Step 14 (ion implantation). A sensitization agent is applied to a wafer at Step

15 (resist processing). At Step 16 (exposure), printing exposure ofthe circuit pattern of a mask is carried

out by the aligner which has alignment equipment which gave [ above-mentioned ]
explanation at a wafer.

The exposed wafer is developed at Step 17 (development). At Step 18 (etching), portions other than the

developed resist image are shaved off. The resist which etching could be managed with Step 19 (resist

ablation), and became unnecessary is removed. By carrying out by repeating these steps, a circuit pattern

is formed on a wafer multiplex.

[0048] If the process of this example is used, the highly-integrated device for which manufacture was

difficult can be conventionally manufactured to a low cost.

[0049]

[Effect ofthe Invention] According to this invention, the non-contact rod loess cylinder which eliminated

nonlinear friction of a stick slip etc. is realized to the conventional rod loess cylinder by [ of a piston

block a cylinder tube or a cylinder tube, and a slider ] constituting either from non-contact at least.

Moreover, in the stage equipment with which highly precise positioning is demanded, it became possible

to use together with actuators, such as a linear motor.

[Translation done.]
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The non-contact rod loess cylinder characterized by the thing ofthe aforementioned piston, the

aforementioned cylinder tube or the aforementioned cylinder tube, and the aforementioned moving part

for which either was constituted in non-contact at least in the rod loess cylinder which has arranged the

piston which carried out the laminating ofthe permanent magnet and yoke of a required number inside

the cylinder tube, and has arranged the moving part which carried out the laminating ofthe permanent

magnet and yoke of a required number so that it might follow at the aforementioned piston by magnetism

on the outside of the aforementioned cylinder tube.

[Claim 2] The non-contact rod loess cylinder according to claim 1 characterized by arranging the gas feed

zone used as the static pressure bearing between the aforementioned cylinder tubes in the aforementioned

piston or the aforementioned moving part.

[Claim 3] It is the non-contact rod loess cylinder according to claim 1 characterized by arranging

guidance guide with an another cylinder tube at each of the aforementioned piston and the

aforementioned moving part.

[Claim 4] The non-contact rod loess cylinder according to claim 1 characterized by arranging the

magnetic-repulsion means for each opposing in the direction of a radial in the aforementioned piston and

the aforementioned moving part.

[Claim 5] The non-contact rod loess cylinder according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by having arranged

the aforementioned cylinder tube to at least 2 parallel, and making a BU skin at CHU the guidance guide

of a static pressure bearing.

[Claim 6] The non-contact rod loess cylinder according to claim 3 characterized by building the ball

bushing for arranging a tube and the guidance rod of abbreviation parallel and moving to the interior of

the aforementioned piston along with the aforementioned guidance rod in the aforementioned

cylinder-tube inside.

[Claim 7] The non-contact rod loess cylinder according to claim 1 characterized by using fluid pressure or

the rotation driving force of a rotary motor for the drive ofthe aforementioned piston.

[Claim 8] Stage equipment characterized by having substantially the 2nd driving means for high precision

positioning which can be driven over the same range with the 1st driving means for rough movement
which consist of a non-contact rod loess cylinder according to claim 1 to 7.

[Claim 9] The 2nd driving means of the above are stage equipment containing a linear motor according to

claim 8.

[Claim 10] For the 2nd driving means, the above is stage equipment according to claim 8 with which fine

positioning is performed in the range to which compression of the air of the aforementioned non-contact

rod loess cylinder, expansibility, or the magnetic rigidity ofthe thrust direction ofthe aforementioned

moving part and the aforementioned piston can be opposed.

[Claim 1 1] Stage equipment according to claim 8 characterized by being arranged in the open air and the

isolated chamber.
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[Claim 12] The semiconductor exposure system characterized by carrying stage equipment according to

claim 8 to 1 1 in the semiconductor aligner which used light or the X-ray as the light source.

[Claim 13] The semiconductor device characterized by manufacturing using a semiconductor exposure

system aligner according to claim 12.

[Translation done.]
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